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                                    Residential EV Chargers

                                    The smart and easy-to-use level 2 Electric Vehicle (EV) charger for residential apartments and private homes is now made possible by Iocharger.
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                                    Workplace

                                    With the rapid growth and popularity of Electric Vehicles (EVs), more and more EV chargers are demanded in gas stations, public parking lots, workplaces, and the like.
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                                    Who we are

                                    

                                    Ecoult is a registered brand of Xiamen Galaxy Camphol Technology Co., Ltd., a state-level high-tech company specializing in the new energy industry. It caters to energy storage, management of IoT solutions, and Electric Vehicle (EV) charging.
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                    	                        Just imagine you had the chance to take your energy future into your own hands.
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		                                    Home EV Charger

		                                    Are you looking for a stylish design and intelligent charging features? Ecoult might be the answer to your needs. 
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		                                    Commercial EV Charger

		                                    With a top-of-the-line full OCPP 1.6J, the Ecoult commercial Electric Vehicle (EV) charger can easily connect to any 3rd party charging management system to help you have easy maintenance, monitoring, and operation.
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		                                    DC Fast Charger

		                                    The DC fast charger is made for quick and convenient charging of all Electric Vehicles (EVs). It is an ultrafast charger upgradeable from an entry-level 60kW unit to 150kW without modifying the station itself.
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		                                    Energy Storage System

		                                    Ecoult Harmony allows you to utilize the energy generated from your PV system entirely and automatically carries out peak shaving. It can also help prevent surging demand charges, helping users reduce electricity bills significantly.
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		                                    Cloud Management System

		                                    Ecoult CCMS are cloud-based service management platform that permits operators to maximize their charging experience and energy management.
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What’s the Best Cost to Charge Electric Car Canada?

The electric vehicle (EV) revolution is well underway in Canada, with more and more Canadians making the switch to eco-friendly transportation. Electric cars offer numerous advantages, including reducing greenhouse gas emissions and lower operating costs. However, for many prospective EV owners, a pressing question remains: How much does it cost to charge an electric car in Canada? In this article, we'll delve into the intricacies of charging an EV in the Great White North. We'll break down the factors that influence the cost, compare it ...
Read More
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How to Stop Car Battery From Dying

Your car battery is a silent hero that helps your vehicle start and run smoothly. We've all encountered the inconvenience of a dead car battery or experienced the frustrating symptoms of low car battery voltage. Fortunately, there are practical steps you can take to prevent your car battery from kicking the bucket too soon. In this article, we'll explore common reasons why car batteries fail and share some friendly advice on how to stop car battery from dying. Getting to Know Your Car Battery Before ...
Read More
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Maintenance Check of an Electric Vehicle (EV) Charger

Are you considering installing an electric vehicle (EV) charger in your homes, adding multiple chargers to your company's employee parking lot, or investing in commercial charging stations? Well, whatever you are here for, consider more than the initial costs; you also need to check for its maintenance expenses. Above the purchase, installation, and ongoing energy expenditures, you should regard the money and time spent on maintaining your charging station or device. How can you care for and keep your Electric Vehicle (EV) Charger in optimum ...
Read More
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The Solar Energy Storage System And EV Charger Combined

Solar photovoltaic (PV) power generation transforms energy from the sun into electricity using solar panels. The latter, also known as photovoltaic or PV panels, are combined into arrays within a PV system. PV systems can be installed in grid-connected or off-grid configurations wherein the two configurations' essential components are disconnects, optimizers, inverters, combiner boxes, and solar panels. Meanwhile, grid-connected PV systems may contain battery disconnects, charge controllers, batteries, and meters. Photovoltaic power generation is limited by terrain, geography, climate, lighting time, and several other factors ...
Read More
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A Smart Electric Vehicle (EV) Charger Is A Must for Homes

There is a vast potential for power overload when using electricity in homes since residential power is very diverse. Thus, you must be cautious not to simultaneously turn on all your home devices.  For example, people have a 10kW shower for an hour that also uses a hair dryer, washing machine, electric oven, and other appliances. Such would change the plug-in electric vehicle, which can continuously consume up to 7kW of electricity for more than ten hours. The base load of electric vehicles, showers, and ...
Read More
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